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Fourth day: Regression

Remember the the assumptions of every linear model:

1. Rondom sampling: Is a must, no statistics can correct biased sampling

2. Constant variance: If not true use transformations or a model to han-
dele it (glm)

3. Normal errors: If violated same as for variance should help

4. Independence of errors: If not true use simple means, strip-plot designs
or models to deal with pseudoreplicates (glmms)

5. Additive effects: If there are interactions incorporate them in a model,
always look at interaction terms first

> reg <- read.table("regression.txt", header = T)

> attach(reg)

> plot(tannin, growth)

> abline(mean(growth), 0, col = "green")

> abline(v = mean(tannin) - 0.02, col = "red")

> join <- function(i) lines(c(i - 1, i - 1), c(growth[i], mean(growth)),

+ col = "green")

> bin <- sapply(1:9, join)

> abline(lm(growth ~ tannin), col = "blue")
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> join <- function(i) lines(c(i - 1.02, i - 1.02), c(growth[i],

+ lm(growth ~ tannin)[[1]][["(Intercept)"]] + (lm(growth ~

+ tannin)[[1]][["tannin"]] * (i - 1))), col = "blue")

> bin <- sapply(1:length(tannin), join)
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The squares of the vertical green lines are the total variation in y: The sum
of squares again! In this context we call it total sum of squares (SST).

SST =
∑

(y − ȳ)2 or the equivalent

SST =
∑

y2 − (
∑

y)2

n

> SS <- function(x) sum(x^2) - ((sum(x)^2)/length(x))
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The regression line is minimizing the sum of the squares of the errors
(SSE) (vertical blue lines).

SSE =
∑

(y − ŷ)2

The red vertical line is the mean of the x-values (growth; the explanatory
variable). The minimal SSE can be found rotating a line around the point
(ȳ, x̄). Mathematically this can be used in the form a = ȳ − bx̄. Minimizing
the SSE can be archived finding b, as we can substitute ȳ− bȳ for a at some
point.

But first, in the equation for SSE we can substitute ŷ by a + bx giving:

SSE =
∑

(y − a− bx)2

After some math on finding where the derivate of this equation is zero
and replacing a as mentioned before we find the slope:

b =
SSXY

SSX

We are still missing one quantity, the sum of products

SSXY =
∑

xy −
∑

x
∑

y

n

> SSXY <- function(x, y) sum(x * y) - (sum(x) * sum(y))/length(c(y))

Now finally we can calculate a final quantity, the the regression sum
of squares (“green-only” vertical lines, wich say as the graphic suggests how
much better the regression is than the Null Hypothesis) simply as:

SSR = SST − SSE

Standard errors for all the parameters of our new model!

The standard error of the solpe b is:

SEb =

√
s2

SSX
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It decreases as the variance in x increases, the spread of the x values
makes us more sure about our slope.

The standard error of the intercept a is:

SEa =

√
s2

∑
x2

n.SSX

It increases with increasing x̄.

The standard error of any predicted value of haty is given by:

SEŷ =

√
s2[

1

n
+

(x− x̄)2

SSX
]

An example

Let’s look at our example predicting growth from tannin.

> sst <- SS(growth)

> ssx <- SS(tannin)

> ssxy <- SSXY(growth, tannin)

> b <- ssxy/ssx

> a <- mean(growth) - b * mean(tannin)

> ssr <- b * ssxy

> sse <- sst - ssr

> err.var <- sse/(length(tannin) - 2)

> c(SST = sst, SSX = ssx, SSXY = ssxy, slope = b, intercept = a)

SST SSX SSXY slope intercept

108.888889 60.000000 -73.000000 -1.216667 11.755556

> c(regressionSS = ssr, errorSS = sse, error.variance = err.var)

regressionSS errorSS error.variance

88.816667 20.072222 2.867460

In a paper we would write: The slope of the regression was -1.217 ± 0.219
(1 s.e., n=9)

But we still have to measure the degree of scatter: r2.
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r2 =
SSR

SST

it’s square root r is better calculated as follows:

r =
SSXY√
SSX.SST

or like ofthen found in statistics textbooks:

r =
cov(x, y)√

var(x).var(y)

> c(rs = ssr/sst, r = ssxy/sqrt(ssx * sst), r = cov(growth, tannin)/sqrt(var(growth) *

+ var(tannin)))

rs r r

0.8156633 -0.9031408 -0.9031408

Finally we can devide the regression variance by the error variance to get
the F-statistic. This can be compared to tables to get a probability for it.
Note that the variance of the regression is just the sum of the squares of the
regression itself, as it is devided by only 1 degree of freedom.

> Fstat <- ssr/err.var

> p.value <- 1 - pf(Fstat, 1, length(tannin) - 2)

To summarize in a table:

Source SS df MS (var) F p
Regression 88.82 1 88.82 30.97 8e-04

Error 20.07 7 2.87
Total 108.89 8

Now that we done everything by hand let’s look at R’s way to do it.

> model <- lm(growth ~ tannin)

> summary(model)

Call:

lm(formula = growth ~ tannin)

Residuals:

Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
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-2.4556 -0.8889 -0.2389 0.9778 2.8944

Coefficients:

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept) 11.7556 1.0408 11.295 9.54e-06 ***

tannin -1.2167 0.2186 -5.565 0.000846 ***

---

Signif. codes: 0 âĂŸ***âĂŹ 0.001 âĂŸ**âĂŹ 0.01 âĂŸ*âĂŹ 0.05 âĂŸ.âĂŹ 0.1 âĂŸ âĂŹ 1

Residual standard error: 1.693 on 7 degrees of freedom

Multiple R-squared: 0.8157, Adjusted R-squared: 0.7893

F-statistic: 30.97 on 1 and 7 DF, p-value: 0.000846

You can find everythig calculated by hand before in this table.
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